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Suficient conditions are established for approximation of the overflow probability in a 
stochastic service system with capacity C by the probability that the related infinite-capacisy 
system has C customers. These conditions are that (a) the infinite-capacity system has negligihlc 
probability of C or more customers; (b) the probabilities of states with exactly C customers for 
the infinite-capacity syr:em are nearly proportional to the same probabilities for the finite- 
capacity system. Condition (b) is controlling if the probabilities for the infinite-capacity system 
are resealed so that the probability of at most C customers is unity. For systems with precisely 
one state with C customers, such as birth-and-death processes, the latter approlcimatirrre is exact 
even when condition (a) does not hold. 
buffer overff ow probabil;ry 
Fpllenlillfhroryl 
Introduction 
Consider a stochastic service system where customers enter and depart one ;rt il 
tint,:, and where the system capacity is C ( 2 1) customers, A “proper Boss’” model is 
asslimed whereby arrivals are turned away, with no ef*ect on ‘he system state, ifs 
there are already C customers in the system. Buffcrt~d commu~.rcations devices ~ja?p(;’ 
an important class of suck systems, and the over; 1~ rr,Joability [probtability ton 
incoming message is rejected) is of considerable inrerest. 
A common heuristic far obtaining the overflow probability [ 1, 3, 3, 41 is to 
(1) compute (either analytically or by simulation) the equilibrium strttc ~xoh- 
abilities of the infinite-capacity system, and 
(2) approximate the overflow probability for lthc fmitc-capacity system by the 
ccluilibrium problrbility that the inf@itc-c;lpacitv system conttrins C (or ~~~~~r~~ 
custsm e rs, 
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(a) the infinite-capacity system has negligible probability of C or more customers 
lrnd 
/,b) the probabilities of states with exactly C customers for the infinite-capacity 
system are nearly proportional to the same probabilities for the finite capacity 
system. 
Our analysis slhows that (b) rather than (a) is controlling when approximation (7) 
is employed. In particular, (7) is exact for systems with precisely one state with C 
customers, such as birth-and-death processes, even when condition (a) does not 
hold. 
2. Notation and assumptions 
2.1. Oniy rme arrival or departure occurs at a time. 
2.2. For each n = 0,1,2,. . . the set 0(n) of possible states with n customers is 
finite. Hence the state space L? = UZ+n(n) for the infinite-capacity problem is 
denumerable. We partition 0 = flA + &into c;zlZowecl and overflow sets of states: 
0 *A-= ,IjO a@), .a0 = “j+, O(n) 
and parAtion the allowed states aA = a, + flB into interior and boundary sets of 
states: 
c- I 
n, 5s u* R(n), l2B = O(C). 
The key idea is that interior states only make transitions to and from interior 
states or boundary states, hence can be analyzed without regard to overflow. (The 
various states in J2(it j each describe internal dispositioti of the ri customers, which 
may depend upon the customer type arid ptioritp, customer service reqiiiements 
(e.g., message length), tiumber of active servers, numbet of szrvict phases, etc.) 
2.3. The infinite-capacity system can be desc%ed as a tittie-hdttiogcfietitis Mafkov 
process with state space n ahd (mmint) trasWioti Me9 A,, 20 ffl:itti state A f 0 
to state y E n - {A). llf n E Qri), the tit’st as’stlmptlon testtfcts allowed tralnsitiuras 
to y E Jil(ti - t)+ L?(n)-{,%), ot fl(ti + I). Transitions within a tl:~ed n(ti) mq 
occtu-, and cmespond tn inwtnal change9 in the custamet set-vice sttws, e;g;+ 
cnmpletbn of ti phm af wrvi~e ot transfer fmm oti’e intzt-nd queue to anathet-; A11 
trmltlnn rsltes we tiidite, and 
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transitions in any finite time interval. Finally, all states in D are assumed to 
communicate. 
2.4. The continuous-time Markov process for the infinite-capacity system is ergodic 
(positive recurrent), hence possesses an e.quilibrium distribution {p(x), .X E a} 
which comprise the unique bounded non-negative solution to the equations 
o,w- 
dt - c [-PWL +PIYhx] x’f=Wnh yEfZ(n-1)+12(n)-{x}+R(n+l) 
n =0,1,2,..., a (I ) 
where; a ( - 1) = 0. The set of equations in (la) is linearly dependent; one member is 
(discarded and replaced by (lb). Since all states communicate, the solution has 
p(x)>0 for every x Ea. 
Note that whiie the finite-capacity system must ialways possess a stationary 
distribution if the states commlinicate, since the state space is finite, an infinite- 
capacity system need not possess a stationary distribution: all states could be 
transient or null-recurrent. The assumption that a stationary distribution exists for 
the infinite-capacity system may be viewed as a restriction upon the magnitude of 
the customer arrival rates to the system. 
2.5. The finite-capacity system has the Aam: states fll + RR as the infinite-capacity 
system, for n s C. The transition rates {A,,! ;A E 1&, y E Jzi + 0,) out of interior 
states are the same as for the infinite-capacit!, system, and so are the transition rates 
{A X,Y; n E &,, y E a,} from the boundary states to the interior states. (The latter 
assumption is relaxed in Extension 1 below.:) In particular, the mean holdin 
M xput -‘; x E a,} for interior states are the same. The transition rates {A F,; 
y E flB -_ {x}} between boundary states may 
case, but remain finite. 
With the additional assumption that all 
commllnicbte, there tnust exist a umque 
x E Rt i-. C&} frrf the finite-capacity process 
be different from the infinite-capacity 
states for the finite-capacity ~?r~c~~s 
ec@libritrm distribution (p”(x) B 
It uniquely satisfies the equations 
0 __ dpr”(x__ 2 
- dt 
[ - f(k)h,, + P(‘(v)A,, 1 . .x E fl(rt), 
vEfl(h I)Jlllri) -(x}~fZ(tili 1) 
t1 =0,1,s.....r - 1. 
Our method is to express all state probabilities in the interior Ot in Wrms A’ the 
state probsbiMies on the boundary &, and then base an error andysis on the k8tter 
probabiiitics. 
Thearem 1. Under the above assumptions, the set of equations (la) and (1~) for 
x E ~2~ has a unique sodution 
PC(X) = ,& a.ypCXy) x - 0, (same a’s), 
where the (E’S depend only on the h’s and 
arY 2 0 x E J2,, y E &, 
Proof. Rewrite (la) or (lc) for x E fiRI as 
CW 
(24 
WJ 
where z (x ) = p (x)&,~~ and 
I 
AX,/ AXW & y E 01, x f y, 
H., = 
0 x, y E n,, x = y- 
Note thar [F&,1 is a substochastic matrix on RI X LJ,: I&, a 0, &,,, HxY i 1. [HzY] is 
actually 2 trA;tfrsient matrix since the communicating property of all states ensures a 
positive probability that a transfer from 0, to JIB will occur. IIence H” -+ 0, 
(I - El)-’ = %zzn H” exists and is non-negative, and the solution to (La) is 
Equwtion (3b) has the follawing prtsbabilistic interprefafion [h, Secticln ?I9 after 
multiplisation by t/h s,(J,,i where t @ 1, Consider the stochastic process as alternating 
between sojourns in 621 and sojourns in \Ika + 00, The left aide is p(.r)tl the clspected 
time spent at state # E 01 during 8 time interval 6, On the right, &~(y)h,,~ is 
the expected number of transitions, during the inteval t, fram OR+ fk to w 
(actually LIP dsns contributes) while [.I - H]G./&,,, 
before &aching the boundary, starting from w, 
is the expected time spent in x 
Equation (3b) is evidently an application of discrete potential theory. It may 
alternatively be considered an application of the principle of “not feeling tile 
boundary” - the forward Kolmogorov equations for the interior states are the 
same irrespective of whether the boundary describes a loss system, blocking system, 
or infinite-capacity system. 
Since states in O(n 1 are connected only with states in O(n) and .Q(n +, l), the 
theorem actually implies that equilibrium probabilities in 0 (0) are non-negative 
linear combinations of those in a(l); that equilibrium probabilities in O( 1) are 
non-negative linear combinations of those in O(2), etc. 
We extend (2a)-(2b) to hold for x E OA by making the convention 
a axy, = XY x, y E &. 
Comparison of (2a) and (2b) sh\-ws that proportionality of the bct~ndary 
probabilities {p(x); x E 0,) to (PC(x); x E &} implies proportionality of the 
interior probabilities {p(x); x E C!,} to {pc(x); x E a,}. It will be convenient to 
employ the relutiue proportions of the boundary probabilities: 
4’(x)=* xEf2 - c PC(Y) E3- 
These are strictly positive and sum to unity. We shall also need the tail-probabdity 
for the infinite-capacity process, defined by 
P TAIL ~P(XEG+ C P(x)=P[n>C]. 
XEf20 
Our main results are given by Theorem 2 below. Equation (4) shows that if the 
tail probability approaches zero, and if the state probabilities on the boundary for 
the finite- and infinite-capacity systems approach proportionality, then both 
systems will have approximately equal equilibrium probabilities for states in flA. 
Equation (5) shows that the state probabilities p(x) and p’(x) for x E 0, approach 
proportionahty if and only if the boundary probabilities for the finite- and 
infinite-capacity processes approach proportionality. 
6
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The equilibrium probabilitiss Oar the infinite-capacity wnd finite-capacity processes 
are 
p(n)=+* n =OJJ,,.., 
7 ,; Cm I+’ ‘1 
p”(n)=-+-, n=0,1,2 ,... c. 
c ctl I?$=0 I 
Comparison shows immediately that p(n) - p”(n) for II s C if and only if 
P TAIL4 1, where 
02 
c em 
P 
=m=C+l 
TAIL - m . 
c em 
nl=o 
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The above theorems take the + ollowing roim. Put In, = (0, 1,2, _ . . C - l}, & = 
{Cl, GoI = {C + 1, C + 2, . . . }. Thsorem 1 beTomes 
p(n)= (~)p(‘:), n =O,l,... c. 
Because there is only one bounda,*y St;!@ q(C) = qc(C) = 1 and g1 = e2 = 0. Then 
(4) becomes harp 
5. Calculations of overflow probabilities and loss rates 
It follows from Theorem 2 th?t the common approximation p’(x) - p(x) for 
x E L?* is justified provided both P TAIL and et 6 1. An even better approximation is
p”(x) - p(x)/(l - PTA,,), x E aA, 
which is equivalent if P TAIL 4 1, but which has the noteworthy advantage that the 
accuracy of the approximation depends only upon el and approaches exactness 
when el -+O even if P TAIL is not small. This follows from (4) since 
1 - El < p(x)/(l - PTAIL)g 1 + El 
1+&I P”(X) l-E*’ 
OS&,<l. 
In particular, the approximation isrigorously exact for problems with precisely one 
boundary state, such as the birth-and-death process discussed earlier, since &I = 0. 
If new customers a.rrive randomly, at a constant rate independent of system state, 
then t5e otzrflow probab’lity (probability of customer ejection) for the finite- 
capacity Tystem is 
P c “FL = xE&r) p”(x) cy ,gCj p(x)/(l - PI-AIL)* 
The altern iltive approximation 
(8) 
is often suggested. This contains unphysical terms PTAIL., involving infeasible 
transitions in &. The cumulative ffect of these terms is analogous to the factor 
(1 - PTA,,.)-’ in (8) but since the factors of proportionality will not agree except 
when PTA-t. 4 &~I(cJ~(x) or PTA,, - 1 - &,,,,p(x) (latter case is PavFL - l), 
equation (8) is preferred. 
If the arrival rate of new customers is state-dependent, then the loss rate of the 
finite-capacity system (average number of rejections per unit time) is given by 
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with the approximation again justified if E~ 4 1. Here A, denotes the arrival rlate 
when in state x ; notice only arrival rates to boundary states enter the expression for 
the loss rate. 
6. Extensions 
6.1. Examination of (3b) shows that the near-equality of interior probabilities p(x) 
and p”(x) can be established if the probability flow rates 
J(x)= C P(Y)A,~, 
YEa3 
F(x) = c pC(Yjlig x E 0, 
YEflB 
from the boundary into the interior states are nearly equal. (Note that the transition 
rates {hyx or A 5; y E a,, x E In,} from boundary to interior states are not required 
to be equal.) These are weaker sufficient conditions than those off Theorem 2, but 
are more difficult to verify. The quantitative stimates are as follows. Suppose c T 
satisfy 
J’ (x)(1 - ~;)~J(x)~F(xj(l+~~) all x Efi(C-1). 
Then (3b) implies 1 - E 3 s p(x)/p”(x)s 3 + ES for all x E 0,. 
6.2. Extension to group arrivals or aepartures is made by redefining the boundary 
set as 0,~ U,“=c_Gn(n) where Cr .-: GQ denotes the maximum group size. 
6.3. While the above results hold for continuous-time Markov processes, Theorems 
1 and 2 have direct analogues for systems describable as stationary discrete-time 
Markov chains [3]. 
6.4. Most non-Markovian stochastic processes of interest (e.g., the M/G/K/C 
queue) can be converted into homogeneous Markov processes by augmenting the 
state description with supplementary variables. The interior state space 0, may 
become denumerable or a continuum, and (la) may become an integro-differential 
equation. Additional technical assumptions may be needed to assure existence of 
sums or integrals over states, and the extension of Theorem 1 may require (to 
sustain (3b)) finite first passage times from any interior state to the boundary set. 
6.5. Theorem 2 needs supplementation by procedures to estimate Ed for a given 
process. Such rocedures involve comparison of the two sets of 1 fig 1 equations for 
the boundary probabilities, one set for the uncapacitated system alnd the other set 
for the finite-capacity system. For the finite-capacity system, these 1 &I equations 
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consist of the normal’zation condition (le) plus all-but-one of the I&( equations 
(Id) on the boundary itL YL ,- 3. in these I& 1 equations, all interior probabilities must 
be expressed in terms of boundary probabilities vi 3 Theorem 1. A similar set of 
I&I equations i:; employed for the infinite-capacity system, except now all exterior 
as well as interror probabilites must be expressed in terms of boundary prob- 
abilities. Such methods are being investigated for both loss systems and blocking 
systems, and will be reported separately. 
6,6. In man\;1 systems arising in practice, ?he equilibrium probabilities of states in 
L!(n) fall1 off ~~ymptotically geometricall! with n [4, 7, 81. It remains to develop 
techniques for estimating the rate of georretric falloff, and exploiting it during the 
estimation of boundary probabilities. 
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